
WATER
in its
purest form

drinking water for you
and your family
Innovative filter systems for the 
best and purest water quality

Translated from German to English - www.onlinedoctranslator.com
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WATER IN ITS FULL POWER FOR MORE 
QUALITY OF LIFE
Best quality through a mature technical system, space-saving, powerful and efficient. 
Drinking water as usual - an absolute added value for life...

90 liters per hour

All advantages at a glance
The innovative and very compact design of the TopAqua devices not only offers you the usual security of 
the best and purest drinking water quality, but can also be installed under any sink or in the skirting board 
thanks to the narrow design.
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A special pump technology ensures a particularly long service life and the best performance for 
consumption and performance.

Everything always at a glance - integrated monitoring and testing instruments such as service, quality, 
current, pressure and temperature indicators ensure trouble-free operation.

With the design fitting included in the scope of delivery or the optional 4-way fitting, you can tap your 
own TopAqua water as much and as often as you want.
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TOPAQUA DIAMOND
PURE WATER QUALITY

Aqua stop mixing valve
acoustic leak warning regulation of the conductivity

direct cleaning filter change sensor
for fresh water Filter change signal

quality control membrane flushing
constant monitoring
the water quality

Regular automatic flushing 
of the membranes

ill. 1

Organically mineralized
Over-acidification of the organism is one of the greatest dangers to our health and our modern way of life 
contributes to over-acidification. This has a direct impact on the functionality of our organs, muscles and 
joints.
Your drinking water is naturally enriched with biologically usable sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium 
and other important minerals and trace elements. This raises the pH value and largely compensates for 
the loss of basic minerals.
With the 2-way fitting (ill. 1) or the optional 4-way fitting, you can decide between only filtered water or 
additionally mineralized water.

We combine elegant design with excellent performance and the best quality
Since the TopAqua Direct Flow technology automatically, electronically controlled, regularly flushes out 
the standing water in the system, living germs in the tap water cannot settle on the membrane and grow 
through.
In contrast to conventional tank systems, the water is never exposed to longer downtimes, so the risk of 
contamination in the tank is excluded. Thanks to sophisticated technology, the TopAqua Direct Flow 
systems are more economical than almost any other system.
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WATER BEINGS HUMAN
SEASONS OF LIFE

TopAqua accompanies you through all of them with the best drinking water seasons of your life
Right from the start, an adequate supply of water to our cells is the basis for a healthy and vital life.
Are the tissues and organs in our spring of life  still largely unencumbered by harmful deposits, the so-called 
"slags", this changes with increasing age, in some cases strikingly.

Already in our thirties, in Summer  of our life, fat and 
connective tissue are often filled with deposits, which can lead 
to unnecessary impairments and partial failure of a healthy cell 
and thus vital function in the further course of life. The first 
consequences of the onset of internal drying out (dehydration) 
become apparent, the elasticity decreases noticeably and the 
complexion of the skin begins to change.
im beginning  Autumn  our lives, the vessel walls are brittle, muscles and cartilage are filled with deposits, vessels are 
partially filled with arteriosclerosis. Mobility, strength and endurance decrease significantly.
The winter of life  is characterized by frequent pain, one "shrinks" considerably due to lack of water and is often 
dependent on help with everyday activities. Mental and physical decline leads to increasing dependency.

The intensive cell washing that takes place with TopAqua-cleaned drinking water can make an important contribution 
to maintaining health and vitality.

The connective tissue is the landfill of the body
Everything that cannot be excreted is stored in the connective tissue. In order to be able to remove the "garbage", 
the so-called slag, from the body, you need a good solvent: pure, living water
like in nature.

So that you don't dry out and the Cell supply works well
The fluid balance must be replenished regularly because the human body cannot store water. This allows the vital 
metabolic processes to run without restrictions. It is important to have a balanced intake of fluids, which is 
distributed throughout the day.
Based on the apples, you can get an idea of   what 
happens when there is not enough water left. Pure 
water ensures a balanced and permanent cell wash, 
creating new deposits in the cells can be effectively 
prevented and existing deposits can be loosened and removed. A plump, healthy complexion is a great sign when 
your cells are properly hydrated.

Drinking water from TopAqua, a life-changing choice



TOPAQUA DIAMOND
CLEANSING & VITALIZATION

cleaning
Vital water of the highest spring water quality can only be produced through optimal raw water 
purification.
The most modern membrane technology removes up to 99.9% of the pollutants from the water. Water is 
passed through semi-permeable membranes and harmful substances are retained.

vitalization
After the drinking water has been cleaned, the water is made receptive to organic minerals and trace 
elements and is also mixed with sThe aus filtered substances deleted.

The vitalization creates structured drinking water that has an antioxidant effect and also contains very 
small water molecule clusters. With this fine structure, 80 to 90% of TopAqua drinking water reaches the 
inside of the cells! It can thus effectively protect healthy cell tissue.
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TOPAQUA DIAMOND
AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR HEALTH

Your claim - Fresh, pure drinking water
TopAqua Diamond frees the tap water from possible 
unwanted foreign substances and thus ensures the quality.
No matter how polluted the tap water could be in the future. You 
always have your own quality assurance and thus an "airbag" on 
your water pipe!

removes problem substances such as:

heavy metals
viruses and bacteria

parasites
nitrates and nitrites

crop protection products

hormones
drug residues

microplastics
solvent

other harmful substances

Fresh, healthy water in spring 
water quality straight from the 
water tap.

Revitalized water by restructuring 
the water clusters.

Fine-tasting, higher-quality 
drinks and food.

No more lugging around bottled 
water. No pollution from PET 
bottles.

It has been proven that coffee 
machines and kettles no longer 
calcify.

Careful treatment of the environment 
and water resources.



TOPAQUA DIAMOND
PERFORMANCE FEATURES

√ Most compact molecular direct filtration system 

√ Housing painted several times

√ High-performance pump 230 V 

√ pressure monitoring

√ Permanent monitoring of the water quality Automatic 

√ membrane rinsing

√ Food-safe lines and connections 

√ Permanently cleaned / vitalised drinking water 

√ Withdrawal volume up to 1.6 ltr. per minute

√ Most economical water consumption 

√ 2-fold aqua stop

√ Vertical and horizontal installation possible 

√ 2 high-performance membranes 180 GPD 

√ vitalization module for special enrichment with

   organic minerals 

√ Vital water has particularly small water

   molecules and binds free radicals

examination
the water quality

pressure monitoring compact
direct molecular filtration

Technical specifications
pump
Broad
Height
depth
withdrawal quantity
Weight
operating pressure

230V
10.5 cm
46.5 cm
45.5 cm
approx. 1.6 l/min.*
approx. 8.5 kg
max. 4 bars

ill. 1

*   Max. withdrawal quantity depending on 
the different resistances of the fittings used 
and connected devices.
The flow rate can therefore be lower.

Installation with a separate tap (ill. 1 top right) 

Installation with a 4-way fitting (ill. 2 right below)
ill.2
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NATURAL FILTRATION
Best quality through a mature technical system, space-saving, powerful and efficient. Drinking 
water like before - an absolute added value for life...

vitalization

mineralization

high-performance membrane

activated carbon filter

sediment filter

Your contact person:
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TopAqua Reinhard Horvath eU
Prof. Dr. S. Koren Street 10 | A-2700 Wr. Neustadt 
Tel: +43 (0)720 510 716 | Mobile: +43 (0)664 130 83 46 
Email: office@topaqua.at | Web: www.topaqua.at
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